
Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen.

I am very honored to have all of you joining Waseda University 
– AVL Japan joint Symposium on this nice/rainy/cloudy 
afternoon.

Today, I am presenting “AVL Collaboration with University and 
Auto Industry”.
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Two years ago, we have celebrated the 20th anniversary of AVL 
Japan. But actually the first activity of AVL, is dating back more 
than 50 years till 1959 when we first offered products and 
engineering services to customers in Japan. And the first 
complete engine development for a Japanese customer started 
already in 1968, so 49 years ago.

As well our local organization in Japan has been constantly 
growing and has developed from a mainly sales-based 
organization to an already strong engineering base within the 
AVL global engineering network.
Last November, we established new Technical Centre in Japan.
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Currently AVL Japan has about 300 employees and 65 specialist 
in powertrain engineering.
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We have a strong team which is able to support and perform 
customer development projects here in Japan, able to make 
use of the most advanced AVL technology in powertrain 
development. 

I will explain the AVL JTC solution that we can offer to 
customers at our Japan Technical Center.
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In the development process, from the virtual environment in 
the beginning with nothing
Things are made, we will move to the real world.

We are proposing development of front loading using 
simulation and latest testing equipment.

The test which we were doing in the actual driving is carried 
out on the power train test bed in combination with the VSM 
(vehicle model).

Until now, the evaluation can be ahead of schedule as 
compared to the case where the vehicle is actually running in 
the completed state.
In addition, there is no need to perform actual driving and it is 
possible to carry out a continuous test in the test room.
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By further carrying forward the front loading, you can combine 
the VSM and the power train model on the engine test bed 
and evaluate the same as the actual driving.
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Ultimately, each model is created in virtual state with neither 
engine nor transmission, and it is possible to evaluate in the 
same way as actual driving on the virtual test bed. You can 
evaluate the exhaust gas level at RDE from a completely virtual 
state.
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AVL Virtual Testbed Engineering Service will cover

� xCU function development 

� xCU software validation 

� Automated OBD testing (OBDI, OBDII, PVE)

� (Pre-) Calibration based on high sophisticated 
powertrain models

� Non-standard environmental conditions

� Component protection

� Vehicle/Engine variants

� RDE evaluation

� Validation tests as a continuous companion 
throughout the whole calibration process

� Robustness and production tolerance investigations 
taking into account the system interactions
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This video shows AVL Frontloading overview.
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AVL is collaborating with university globally.

Why AVL is collaborating with university?
AVL thinks collaboration with university is very important for 
auto industry and AVL.

I would like to show you our collaboration with university.
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If you look at this slide.
We are collaborating with many universities globally.
TU Graz, TU Wien, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology , TU 
Darmstadt, Stanford Univ. etc,.

We are conducting about 160 advanced collaboration 
programs worldwide in the area of ICE, software, e-motor, 
battery, fuel cell, ADAS, etc,.



We are also supporting the education of students in Japan and 
auto industry. 
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Since last year we are holding a lecture at the Waseda 
University on automotive development led by Dr. Noyori and 
we will sponsor for two students the opportunity of an training 
program at headquarters in Graz.

Prof. Kusaka will talk about the detail of this program later.
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Twenty Formula students from seven universities in the Tokyo 
metropolitan area came to Japan Technical Center (JTC). After 
a short introduction to AVL, the students listened to a lecture 
about "Automotive Development Process" and "Engine Design 
Simulation". They were also introduced to TUG and UAS GRAZ 
Racing Team activities.
In the second part of the day, the students took a guided tour 
and were excited to see the JTC/TB facilities.
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As well we started to support the Japan Formula Student since 
2015 and helped already 2 Austrian teams to participate in the 
contest here in Japan.
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Japan Technical Center started Internship Program since this 
year.

Also, currently two Waseda University students are working at 
Japan Technical Center(JTC) as part-time worker.
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Post graduate student program for Japanese student

1. Post graduate program education
• AVL annually sponsors Japanese students for IFP 

School courses.
• AVL experts contribute to the teaching at IFP School 

and the coaching of Japanese  students projects.

2. Benefit to Japanese student based on AVL’s support
• All the tuition fees for the student are paid by AVL.
• AVL will offer to the student 2 internship company 

periods.(AVL France & AVL Graz)
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AVL is already a supporting member of the AICE since 2015. 
Starting from this year we actively participated in 2 
collaboration projects of the AICE
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Summary

• Aiming further clean and efficient exhaust emissions,
9 Technical requirement and workload for OEM are 

dramatically increasing due to legislation 
requirement.

9 Therefore, university, government and leading 
engineering companies jointly need to support OEM.

• AVL, one of leading engineering companies, is happy to 
support education of student in Japan and contribute 
Japanese Automotive Industry.

• We are engaging and integrating more into University, the 
industry and society.
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That’s all my presentation.

Thank you very much for your attention.
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